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Introduction
The Fourth Session of the Codex Committee on General Principles was held in Paris from
4 to 8 March 1974 under the Chairmanship of Mr. G. Weill (France), who opened the session

and welcomed the delegates. The session was attended by 96 delegates and observers from
countries and 10 International Organizations. The list of participants is attached as
Appendix I.
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Adoption of the Agenda
The Committee unanimously adopted the provisional agenda.
Working Documents
A list of working documents for the session is contained in Appendix II.
Consideration of the Procedure for the Acceptance of Recommended Standards,in particular,
Acceptance with Minor Deviations
As it was the consensus in the Committee that the provisions of Full Acceptance and
Target Acceptance had not given rise to difficulties, the Committee decided that there was
no need to recommend any change in these two methods of acceptance.
The Executive Committee, at its Eighteenth Session, had drawn the attention of the
Ninth Session of the Commission to the difficulties connected with the concept of
'Acceptance with Minor Deviations' (see ALINORM 72/3, paras 79 and 80). In the written
comments which had been submitted by governments in the working papers for the session and
in the working paper which the Secretariat had been instructed to prepare, the difficulties
mentioned by the Executive Committee were acknowledged and proposals for dealing with the
problem were put forward.
One such proposal, put forward for consideration by Denmark, contained the
suggestion of abandoning the present system of various methods of acceptance requiring a
formal declaration of acceptance, and substituting therefor a system of implementation
reports. Thus under this proposal a government would not be asked to accept a Recommended
Standard but would be asked for an implementation report, which would indicate what use the
government concerned had been able to make of the Recommended Standard.
The Danish delegation stated that, having regard to the rather limited number of
o. acceptances of Recommended Standards received so far, it had put forward its proposal with
OD the thought that this approach might prove more meaningful in terms of the main objective of
inducing governments to adopt in their national legislations the Recommended Standards or as
many of their provisions as possible. The Danish delegation would, however, view
favourably any alternative proposal which would remedy the situation.
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A number of delegations stated that, in their view, it would be wrong to think that
the progress made so far in relation to acceptances received was disappointing. The first
series of Recommended Standards had been sent to governments for acceptance four years ago
and more than thirty countries had so far accepted several of the standards which had been
issued to—date for acceptance. Furthermore, it was pointed out that the adaptation of
existing national legislation to the Recommended Standards was necessarily a slow process.
In some countries the degree and extent of consultation necessary and the administrative
and other procedures involved were such that several years might elapse before national
legislation was adapted to the provisions of a Recommended Standard.
In considering the Danish proposal, the attention of the Committee was drawn to
difficulties which the proposal would seem to pose in relation to Article 1 (d) of the
Statutes of the Commission, which provided for "finalizing standards elaborated under (c)
above and, after acceptance by governments, publishing them in a Codex Alimentarius
Taking into account also a view expressed that a system of implementation reports might not
be more meaningful than the existing system of different methods of acceptance, and as the
Danish delegation was open to other proposals, the Committee proceeded to consider other
proposals that had been submitted.
....".

The USA had proposed "Partial Acceptance" in place of "Acceptance with Minor
Deviations" and several countries, in their written comments, had indicated their general
support for this proposal. The text proposed by the USA was set forth in document CX/GP 74/1.
The significant difference between the proposed "Partial Aoceptance" and the existing
"Acceptance with Minor Deviations" was that, under the US proposal, the Commission would not
be called upon to judge whether any specified deviation was or was not minor. The point was
made that, in practical terms, the difference between the Danish proposal "Partial
Implementation" and the proposed "Partial Acceptance" was less important than might appear
at first sight, since under "Partial Acceptance" a country would report on those provisions
in a Recommended Standard which it could not accept, and under "Partial Implementation" it
would do substantially the same thing.
Under the proposed "Partial Acceptance", the Commission's function of determining
whether a deviation was or was not minor would disappear. Some delegations pointed out,
however, that there was a question of when a "Partial Acceptance" becomes a non—acceptance
by reason of extensive deviation from the Recommended Standard. They considered that if a
"Partial Acceptance" was to be meaningful, there should be a point at which an acceptance
ceased to be valid, by reason of non—acceptance of the basic features of the standard. It
was on the basis of this thinking that Australia, whilst it saw the merit of the US proposal,
included in its comments paper a list of criteria to which reference might be made by
governments contemplating giving acceptance under the proposed "Partial Acceptance" method.
The suggested criteria were intended to indicate the line of demarcation between acceptance
and non—acceptance, and were set forth as a basis for discussion by the Committee.
The view was put forward that there was no real need for the Committee to occupy
itself with the question of distinguishing between acceptance and non—aoceptance in
connection with "Partial Acceptance", and that this was a matter which governments
themselves would determine. However, a number of delegations which spoke on this subject
saw merit in the concept of the Australian proposal.
Several delegations stressed, in connection with the proposed "Partial Acceptance",
the importance of having full details of the positions of the various countries in regard to
any given Recommended Standard. The deviations would need to be set forth in full detail.
This was particularly important for the food industry. The manner in which such
information would be published was also very import ant. Both the French and Italian
delegations had, in their written comments, emphasized this point and both had put forward
proposals, similar in substance, for dealing with it. The proposals of Fr ance and Italy
were also very close to those of the USA on "Partial Acceptance".
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14. As the discussion progressed, a general consensus emerged in favour of the, concept of
"Partial Acceptance", and in favour of the French and Italian proposals reflecting the
importance of publishing periodically the positions taken by governments, including all the
details of any specified deviations, in response to requests inviting them to accept the
Recommended St andards. Since the proposals of France, Italy and the USA with regard to
"Partial. Acceptance" were very similar and since the proposals of Fr ance and Italy concerning
the publication of positions notified by Governments regarding acceptance of the Recommended
Standards were also very close to each other, the Committee appointed a working party
consisting of representatives of these three countries and charged them with the task of
drawing up a text on the above matters for consideration by the Committee.
15. The Committee also appointed a working group consisting of representatives of Australia,
Ghana, Netherlands and Switzerland to consider the proposals of Australia concerning criteria
which might be applied for establishing a line of demarcation between "Partial Acceptance"
and non—acceptance.
16. The Committee considered the written proposals of the two working parties referred to
in paragraphs 14 and 15 of this Report. The Committee accepted the proposal that the
expression "Acceptance with specified deviations" should replace the expression "Partial
Acceptance" and noted that the reason for this proposal was that several delegations
considered that the expression "Partial Acceptance" could be taken to imply some measurable
degree of acceptance.
17. The Committee had already agreed, at an earlier stage in the discussions, to instruct
the Secretariat to prepare, for consideration by the Commission at its Tenth Session, a text
on declaration of acceptance. It was the view of the Committee that this text, which would
be in the nature of a format, should, if adopted by the Co mmission, be published in the
Procedural Manual, possibly as part of the General Principles of the Codex Alimentarius.
It was agreed that this text should include, amongst other matters, the following four
questions which the Executive Committee had formulated at its Eighteenth Session, and which
were designed to elicit the most essential information from governments concerning their
positions in regard to Recommended St andards sent to them for acceptance.
Has the government a national standard for the commodity covered by the
Recommended Codex Standard?
Is the national st andard the same in all respects as the Recommended Codex
Standard insofar as substance is concerned?
If the national st andard is not the same, in what respects does it differ
from the Recommended Codex Stan dard?
If the product meets the Recommended Codex Standard, will it be permitted to
be distributed freely in the country concerned or must the product meet
deviations from the Recommended Codex St andard in order to gain entry?
The attention of the Secretariat was drawn to the need, in preparing this text, to mention
not only national standards, but also, where more appropriate, national laws and regulations.
18. During the discussion on the proposed text of "Acceptance with specified deviations",
the question was, raised whether it would not be better to remove the portion of the text
which related to declaration of acceptance and include it in the text on declaration of
acceptance which the Secretariat had been instructed to prepare for the next session of the
Comm ission. After some discussion, it was agreed that the portion in question formed an
essential part of the text of "Acceptance with specified deviations" and it was decided,
therefore, to retain it.
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In regard to sub—section (a) of the proposed text of "Acceptance with specified
deviations", the delegation of Portugal suggested that the text would be clearer for some
countries if the word "standard" were qualified by the word "recommended". It was pointed
out, however, that the word "standard"rather than "recommended standard" was used
throughout the provisions of the General Principles of the Codex Alimentarius dealing with
acceptance, and that the word "standard" both in the proposed text of "Acceptance with
specified deviations" and in the other methods.of acoep tance set forth in the General
Principles meant the published standard sent to governments for acceptance.
Having agreed on certain amendments to the proposed text of "Acceptance with
specified deviations", there was a consensus in the Committee in favour of adopting the
proposed text as amended. The adopted text is set forth in Appendix III to this Report.
The delegation of Switzerland expressed its concern that as there was nothing in the adopted
text of "Acceptance with specified deviations" to link it with the criteria designed to
draw a line of demarcation between meaningful acceptance on the one hand and non—acceptance
on the other, the end result might. be that the information supplied by governments would
amount to very little more than a collection of reports on how their different national
legislations differed from the Recommended Standards. The delegation of Switzerland added
that this would not seem to be achieving the aims of the Codex Alimentarius in its task of
promoting the harmonization, as far as possible, of national food standards. On the other
hand, the delegation of the USA expressed the view that economic factors and international
trade competition would exert the greatest real influence on countries to aohieve
harmonization with Codex standards acting as the catalyst to bring them together.
The Committee emphasized that the objectives of the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards
Programme were to protect the health and interests of consumers and to facilitate
international trade, and that it was important to keep this in mind. In this connection,
reference was made to the role the Commission can play as an international forum for
dealing with these matters.
■J

The report of the working party which had been set up to consider the question of
criteria for use in drawing a line of demarcation between meaningful acceptance and nonaeceptance,as contained in Appendix V to this Report, gave rise to some questions of
principle in the Committee. It was made clear to the Committee at the outset that there had
not been complete unanimity in the working party on all the details of the criteria set
forth in the document submitted to the Committee by the working party.
The discussion in the Committee turned on the following points: (i) was there a need
for criteria for establishing a line of demarcation between meaningful acceptance and nonacceptance (ii) for whose use were the criteria intended, and (iii) what would be the
status of the criteria, e.g. advisory or of a more binding nature.
Those delegations which saw a need for establishing such criteria based their view on
the consideration that it was import ant to distinguish between a meaningful acceptance and
an acceptance which in reality was tantamount to non—acceptance. In the opinion of these
delegations, an acceptance with specified deviations which resulted in the non—acceptance
of fundamental provisions of a Recommended Standard ought not to be accorded the status of
a form of acceptance. These delegations argued that, without such criteria, a country could
specify a list of deviations which, in their totality, could amount to an almost total
rejection of the Recommended St andard under one of the methods of acceptanoe.set forth in
the General Principles of the Codex Alimentarius, i.e. "Acceptance with specified
deviations". These delegations drew attention to a further consideration, namely that at
least some Governments would wish to have the benefit of advice or guidance in trying to
decide between acceptance with specified deviations and non—acoeptance. The point was also
made that it was necessary to have some general agreement on criteria for a country to have
an idea of the basis on which other countries distinguished between meaningful acceptance
•
and non—acceptance.
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- 5 On the other hand, several delegations saw no need for any such criteria. These
delegations took the view that it would not be productive to draw a line of demarcation
between a meaningful acceptance and non-acceptance. The main consideration, in the
view of these delegations, was that governments should specify deviations in detail
together with the reasons for them, so that their positions in relation to any Recommended Standard were made known to all. They pointed out that any classification of deviations would not alter the fact that the deviations would remain. This was the main reason
why it would not be a productive exercise'to develop criteria to distinguish between
meaningful acceptance and non-acceptance. For example, the delegation of Denmark pointed
out that, although the USA had notified the Secretariat that it had not accepted the
Recommended International Standard for Margarine, primarily because the USA did not
permit the use of one of the permitted oils, it would not have mattered if the USA had
stated that it was giving acceptance with a deviation prohibiting the use of that oil.
The view was also expressed that governments would exercise their own discretion in
declaring specified deviations and, for this purpose, did not need to have recourse to
criteria established by the Commission.
Some delegations took the view that there did not appear to be a need, at the
present time, for such criteria, given the number of acceptances received, and that when
more acceptances had been received it might be worthwhile to consider the question of
establishing such criteria.
On the question as to whether the criteria, if established, would be addressed to
Member Governments and/or the Commission, those delegations which were in favour of the
establishment of criteria stated that they would be intended primarily for the use of
governments but also for the Co mmission. They explained that since governments could
take whatever action they thought appropriate in regard to acceptance of the Recommended
Standards, the criteria were intended to constitute advice or a guide to governments in
deciding between a meaningful acceptance and non-acceptance. They pointed out that
governments,being sovereign, could make whatever use they thought fit of the criteria.
They also indicated that such criteria might be useful for the Co mmission in the event
of an acceptance with specified deviations being challenged on the grounds that in
reality it was tantamount to non-acceptance. It was explained that the criteria which
had been suggested by the working group were open to modification.
Some delegations thought that if the criteria were also to be for the use of the
Comm ission in the event of an acceptance with specified deviations being challenged,
then this would seem to be reverting to a situation where the Co mmission would be asked
to sit in judgment of a country's response, and several delegations considered this to
be undesirable. The FAO Legal Adviser pointed out that while under the present texts
of the General Principles, the Co mm ission was expected to give or deny recognition to
"minor" deviations, this function of the Co mmission would cease if the proposed provisions on "Acceptance with specified deviations" were adopted. Accordingly, any guidelines that might be drawn up for drawing a line of demarcation between acceptance and
non-acceptance would be intended to assist governments in determining their position
in relation to Recommended Standards. Although this would not necessarily exclude
reference to such guidelines by the Commission or its subsidiary bodies, if a government should decide to seek advice on the interpretation of the guidelines, or if it
were found desirable to revise them in the light of experience, the Co mmission would
have no authority to give any rulings on whether specified deviations declared by a
government were made in accordance with the guidelines.
The delegation of New Zealand considered that if the proposed definition of
"Acceptance with specified deviations" did not contain supporting criteria to elaborate
its meaning, there would be no great practical difference between its requirements and
those of paragraph 4B of the General Principles of the Codex Alimentarius. The delegation of New Zealand added that the continued existence of paragraph 4B or of the wording of its text could then become an issue.
The Committee decided that, subject to the Commission's concurrence with the Committee's proposals:
the
for
for
the

Secretariat should prepare a paper containing the different views and reasons
them, as contained in this report, on the question of establishing criteria
drawing a line of demarcation between meaningful acceptance and non-acceptance;
views of governments should be sought on the following specific points:
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whether it is important to establish a line of demarcation between acceptance
with specified deviations and non-acceptance;
whether it would be desirable to establish criteria for determining whether
a specified deviation would be compatible with the forms of acceptance;
whether it is practicable to establish a single set of criteria which would
apply to all standards, given that foods differ widely;
whether and to what extent the draft criteria suggested by the Working Party
would be suitable or what other criteria governments would propose;
whether such criteria, if established, should be intended solely to provide
guidance to governments or whether the Commission should be authorized to
review declarations with specified deviations, on the basis of such criteria.

r 1
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Following a proposal made by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany,
in the interest of greater clarity, the Committee recommended that paragraph 4C(i) of
the General Principles of the Codex Alimentarius be amended as follows: *
"A country which accepts a Codex standard according to one of the provisions of 4A is
responsible-for the uniform and impartial application of the provisions of the standard ¿s they apply t27 as accepted, in respect of all home-produced and imported
products distributed within its territorial jurisdiction. In addition, the country
according to one of the provisions of 4A."
should be prepared
The Committee agreed that there would need to be a consequential amendment in paragraph
5C(i) of the General Principles.
During the course of the discussions the Committee took note of the statement of
the delegation of Canada concerning its approach to acceptance of the Recommended Standards. Canada was now taking steps to amend certain national standards to bring them
into line, as far as was feasible for Canada, with the corresponding Recommended Standards.
Procedure for the Elaboration of Codex Standards
The Committee examined the proposals of the Working Group which had considered
the procedure for the elaboration of Codex standards. The Committee agreed on the need
for inserting a new Step in the procedure requiring the Secretariat to publish periodically the notifications received from governments with respect to each recommended standard. The Committee further agreed that the Codex Alimentarius should also contain an
appendix for each Codex standard listing the countries in which products conforming
with the standard may be freely distributed and, where applicable, stating in detail
all specified deviations which have been declared by an accepting country.
The Committee also agreed that the procedure should contain a footnote instructing the Secretariat to examine deviations notified by governments and to report periodically to the Co mm ission on features which appeared to be common to the deviations
and which might justify the Co mm ission considering the revision or amendment of a
standard in accordance with the procedure for the revision or amendment of recommended
standards. In accordance with the "Guide to the Procedure for the Revision and Amendment of Recommended Codex Standards", a proposed amendment to a recommended standard
put forward by other than the subsidiary body concerned of the Co mm ission would be
referred to that subsidiary body for consideration.
The Committee agreed that it would be desirable for the Secretariat, in consultation with the FAO and WHO Legal Advisers, to examine carefully the texts adopted by the
Committee, to ensure consistency throughout the General Principles and the Procedure
for the Elaboration of Codex Standards, including the provisions relating to commodity,
general and regional standards. The Committee noted that if the Co mm ission were to
approve this proposal, comparable amendments would be necessary in the Procedure for
the Elaboration of Milk and Milk Product Standards. It was also agreed that the entire
text of these principles and procedures be placed before the Co mm ission at its next
session.
* Words in square brackets to be deleted, words underlined to be added.
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Possible criteria for determining when it is appropriate to publish a recommended
standard in the Codex Alimentarius
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The Committee agreed that this subject would not be an urgent matter until more
responses concerning the acceptance of recommended standards had been received and also
that a decision on publication would be related to the decision on inclusion of criteria
for making a demarcation between acceptance and non-acceptance. The Committee agreed,
therefore, that this matter should be included in the questionnaire relating to demarcation criteria (see paragraph 30 of this Report).
Consideration of the Acceptance Procedure for Recommended Codex Maximum Limits for
Pesticide Residues
The Secretariat, in introducing its paper, drew the Committee's attention to the
problems related to the acceptance of recommended Codex maximum limits for pesticide
residues (hereafter referred to as recommended Codex limits) as stated also in the
Report of the 6th Session of the Codex Committee on Pesticide Residues. In the opinion
of the Secretariat, recognition had to be given to the fact that, as a result of divergence in good agricultural practices in the various parts of the world, leading in turn
to varying levels of pesticide residues in food, a number of instances arose where
countries were not in a position to give full acceptance to recommended Codex limits.
It seemed, therefore, desirable to introduce flexibility into the Codex Acceptance Procedure in order to allow for recognition of this variation in agricultural practices,
as reflected in the recommended Codex limits, by means, for example, of a form of
acceptance limited to imported foods. In doing so, however, one of the purposes of
the Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Progra mm e viz. ensuring fair trade practices, had to
be kept in mind.
It was also desirable to amend the Codex Acceptance Procedure in such a way as
to enable governments which were not in a position to give any form of acceptance, to
state whether a food in conformity with a recommended Codex limit would be allowed to
be distributed freely or under certain specified conditions within the territorial
jurisdiction of the country concerned. Lastly it appeared that the concept of acceptance with minor or other deviations did not apply to recommended Codex limits.
The Chairman of the Codex Committee on Pesticide Residues , who was a member of
the delegation of the Netherlands, agreed with the analysis of the problems as outlined by the Secretariat and stressed that recommended Codex limits, which were based
on good agricultural practices in certain regions of the world, were frequently higher
than limits laid down in some national legislation. As legal limits for pesticide
residues were based on good agricultural practices prevailing in individual countries,
full acceptance of a higher recommended Codex limit deprived countries of the possibility of ensuring that good agricultural practice had, in fact, been followed in their
country. He pointed out that, for this reason, his delegation favoured, apart from
Full Acceptance, the concept of providing for an acceptance procedure limited to
imported food as proposed by the Secretariat.
As it was desirable to secure as many full acceptances as possible, he was of
the opinion that the Joint FAO/WHO Meeting on Pesticide Residues should be requested
to base its recommendations on residue data covering the majority of cases, such as
would result in the lowest possible recommended Codex limit, making better use of
information obtainable from Codex Contact Points.
A number of delegations pointed out that provision had, in fact, been made in
their national legislation for the residues of pesticides on imported crops not grown
in their country and also for pesticide residues on crops both imported and also grown
there, in full recognition of the good agricultural practices prevailing in producing
countries, although the pesticides in question were not necessarily always registered
for use in their agriculture. For this reason a form of acceptance limited to imperts
appeared to offer a solution.
The delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany and others pointed out that
for some countries and in certain circumstances a dual system of maximum pesticide
residue limits would not be possible.
The Committee noted that, unlike commodity standards and other general standards,
acceptance of pesticide residue limits represented a special case which should not

necessitate that the same requirement be enforced for both home-produced and imported
products. It was recognized for all other standards that discrimination would result
if governments were to enforce different regulations on imported products than on
domestic products. However, this principle did not apply to pesticide residue limits
because the need for using different pesticides varied from country to country. Therefore, the proposed designation of "limited acceptance" applied singularly to pesticide
residue limits, so that countries - where such action was permissible - could "accept"
Codex limits for imported products while maintaining stricter limits for domestic
products.
The Committee discussed the procedure for the acceptance of recommended Codex
limits proposed by the Secretariat and adopted the text of "Full Acceptance" and "Target
Acceptance" without amendment, together with the preamble to the various forms of
acceptance. As regards "Limited Acceptance" the Committee adopted the proposed text
with minor editorial amendments, noting that, while short of the ideal, it offered a
method of acceptance which could be given a trial to see whether it would serve to facilitate the movement of food in international trade, while still offering protection to
the health of the consumer.
With regard to section 6.B dealing with non-acceptance of recommended Codex limits,
the Committee agreed to introduce a provision such as appears in section 4.B of the
Acceptance of Codex Commodity Standards. It adopted the text proposed by the Secretariat
with an amendment which allowed for a statement by non-accepting countries that foods
complying with the recommended Codex limits would be permitted to be (a) distributed
freely or (b) distributed under certain conditions specified by the country concerned.
The view was expressed that the Commission should aim at single (Codex) limits
for pesticide residues in food and that the amendment to Section 6.B dealing with the
non-acceptance of recommended Codex limits (which provided for the distribution of
food complying with recommended Codex limits "under certain specified conditions"),
might lead to difficulties for the exporting countries. On the other hand, it was
pointed out that the above amendment would result in allowing a non-accepting country
to state to what extent or under what conditions food which did not initially meet the
national limit for pesticide residues could be marketed.
The Committee noted that the various procedures for the acceptance of recommended
Codex limits related to residues of pesticides in food and not to their use in agriculture.
In accepting the recommendations of the Co mm ission a government was, therefore, in no way
obliged to permit the use of a particular pesticide nor was it prevented from exercising
any other form of control relating to its use. In this connection the Committee noted
that, while environmental considerations (eg. protection of wildlife, background contamination with persistent pesticides, hazard to operators and population, etc
) would
undoubtedly play a part in a country deciding to exercise control over the use of pesticides, these fundamental issues would be considered by FAO and WHO and possibly the
Co mm ission in the light of the existing food and environmental monitoring progra mmes
of these Organizations as well as the UN Environmental Progra mm e. The full text of
the acceptance procedure as adopted by the Committee is given in Appendix IV.
Review of (a) the Guide to the Consideration of Standards at Step 8 of the Codex
Procedure and (b) Existing Practice in the Consideration of Standards at Step 5
(a)
The Committee considered the above Guide applicable to Codex Standards at Step 8
(Procedural Manual of the Codex Alimentarius Co mm ission, 3rd Edition). Some delegations
were of the opinion that, in order to ensure the orderly consideration of proposed amendments to Standards at Step 8, the Secretariat should not reproduce for distribution at
a Co mm ission session or report verbally on any proposed written amendments which were
not received in a timely manner as set forth in para. 2 of the Guide. Nor should a
Step 8 standard be placed on the Commission's agenda whenever time would not permit the
Secretariat to comply fully with the said paragraph. In the opinion of these delegations,
the Guide for the consideration of standards at Step 8 did not require any amendment but
should be applied more rigorously.
The Chairman of the Committee pointed out that in considering this question it
should be kept in mind that (i) some aspects of standards might not have been dealt with
in sufficient depth in the opinion of some countries and (ii) the large membership of

the Commission did not allow for full participation at the Committee level, where
technical and other aspects of standards were discussed.
On the invitation of the Committee, the Secretariat expressed the view that while
the Guide was satisfactory, its implementation often presented problems resulting from
factors outside the control both of Members of the Commission and the Secretariat. Sometimes also the Step 8 Procedure was used by governments as a last attempt to make their
views known and it might even be considered desirable that such views be submitted to
the Commission in writing for the information of the Commission.
It was pointed out by some delegations that many of the comments at Step 8 submitted by governments were not in the form of a proposed amendment. The view was also
held that governments should not rely on the Step 8 Procedure to submit comments or to
propose amendments, which should rather have been made at Steps 3or 6 of the Codex
Procedure.
The opinion was also expressed that the Commission should not proceed with any
substantive amendment of a Codex standard at Step 8 if members did not have the opportunity to study the proposed changes prior to the session of the Commission.
The Committee noted the various statements made above and decided that the Guide
for the consideration of Standards at Step 8 of the Codex Procedure did not require
any amendment. It requested the Secretariat to include in appropriate notes to governments a reminder concerning the need to comply with the Step 8 procedure pointing out
the consequences of failure to do so. It was understood that the Chairman of the Commission would exercise judgment in cases where amendments submitted by Members failed
to comply with the Guide.
(b)
The Committee received a report by the Secretariat on the views expressed by
governments in the various working documents on the existing practice regarding the
consideration of standards by the Commission at Step 5 of the Procedure. In the opinion
of the Secretariat, the present procedure which had been followed for a number of years
had proved to be satisfactory, although it might indeed be desirable to simplify the
work of the Commission by submitting to the Commission, for consideration, all standards
at Step 5 which the Commission might, if no objections were raised during the session,
advance en bloc.
The view was expressed by a delegation that the Executive Committee could be
entrusted with the task of reviewing Step 5 standards and advancing them to Step 6 of
the Procedure. The Secretariat pointed out in this connection that the role of the
Executive Committee would not lend itself to consider technical matters having major
commercial significance which might more appropriately be considered by the Commission.
The Committee decided not to make any changes in the existing practice in>considering Step 5 standards but agreed that the proposal for an en bloc consideration of
apparently uncontroversial Step 5 standards by the Commission could be given a trial.
Other business
With regard to the remaining subjects contained in the paper prepared by the
French Government, namely, simplified standards, group standards, standards including
several quality classes and multiple standards, the Committee expressed its thanks to
the French delegation for the consideration it had given to these questions, and agreed
that government comments should be invited as a basis for future discussion by the Committee. It was noted that group standards for fish products were already the subject of
consideration in the Codex Committee on Fish and Fishery Products.
The delegation of Denmark drew attention to the question raised in the Danish
paper concerning the "name and description laid down in the standard" in paragraph
4.A(i)(b) of the General Principles of the Codex Alimentarius. Some delegations thought
the point raised might be resolved under the procedure for Acceptance with specified
deviations. On the other hand, as the possible interpretations of the expression "name
and decription" also affected Full Acceptance, the matter could be referred to the
Executive Committee.
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Dept. of Health
P.O. Box 100, Woden, A.C.T.2607
F.P. Nolan
Second Secretary
Australian Embassy
Vienna, 4
AUSTRIA
AUTRICHE
G. Parai Gerhart
Director, Federal Ministry of Health
and Environmental P ro tection
Stubenring 1
A 1020 Vienna

BELGIUM
BELGI QUE
BELGICA
T.D. Biebaut
Secrétaire d'administration au Ministère
des Affaires Economiques.
Square de Meets,23
1040 Bruxelles
M.P.V. Fondu
Fédération des Industries Alimentaires
Belges
Borrewaterstraat
2060 Merksem
CH. Kestens
Conseiller au Ministère de la Santé
Publique
Grijpegemplein 10
B2520 Edegem
P. Gerard
Ingénieur agronome
Viking International S.A.
H. Baelskaai 24
B-8400 Ostende
BRAZIL
BRESIL
BRASIL
R. Torres
Deuxième secrétaire
Ambassade du Brésil
34, Cours Albert
Paris 1 er
CANADA
D.G. Chapman
Dire ctor, Food Advisory Bureau
Health Protection Branch
Ottawa K1A OL2, Ontario
COLOMBIA
COLOMBIE
A. Paris
Segundo Secretario
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
K10 - 20-19
Bogotá
M. T. Rastrapo de Couplaux
Segundo Secretario
Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
22, Rue de l'Elysée
Paris
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FRANCIA
DENMARK
DANEMARK
DINAMARCA
H. Feilberg
Secretary
Ministry of Agriculture
DK 1216 Copenhagen
J. Reeckmann
Legal Adviser
Federation of Danish Industries
HC Andersen 18
1596 Copenhagen
V. Enggaard
Assistant Director
Danish Meat Products Laboratory
Howitzwej 13
2000 Copenhagen
R. Nielsen
Leunedsmiddelinstitut
MOkhfójbygade 19
2860 s¡ Borg
K.L. Haaning
Veterinary Inspector
Nyropsgade 37
DK 1602 Copenhagen
P.F. Jensen
Director, Inspection Service
for Fish Products
Fiskeriministeriets Indüstritilsyn
Dronningens Tuaergade 21
1302 Copenhagen
J.G. Madelung
Chef Section
Ministry of Agriculture
10 Slotsholmsgade
Copenhagen
M. Kondrup
Chief of Secretariat
Food Technologist
ISALESTA
Vesterbrogade 1
1620 Copenhagen
FINLAND
FINLANDE
FINLANDIA
E. H. PetújU
Director of Control Bureau
Elinkeinohallitus
Mikonkatu 13 A
Helsinki
K.E. Dufholm
Deputy Director of Consumer Division
Elinkeinohallitus
Mikonkatu 13
Helsinki

J: Adroit
Vétérinaire inspecteur en Chef
Direction des services véterinaires
5 rue E. Renan
Íssy-64 es-Moulineaux
M.J.-Bégon
Ministère de l'économie et des finances
Diréction des re lations économiques extérieurs
41 Quai•Brandy
Paris
M. Bressau
Vice-président du Comité national du Codex
Contrôleur général au Service vétérinaire
5, rue Ernest' Renan
Issy- les-Molineaux
M. A. Caillet
Médecin au Ministère de la Santé
Service Direction de l'Hygiène publique
20 rue d'Estrees
Paris
C. Castang
Secretaire général du Comité national du
Codex
42 bis - rue de Bourgogne
Paris 7ème

C. Flachat
Prof, Ec+ , Nat. Vétérinaire
2 Quai Chanceau
69337 Lyon Cedex 1
J. M. Gousset
Vétérinaire Inspecteur en Chef
Ministère de l'Agriculture
Direction des Services vétérinaires
Paris
Gross
Inspecteur général
Service de la Répression des fraudes et
du Contrôle de la qualité
42 bis- rue de Bourgogne
Paris 7ëme
Hery
Vice-président du Comité national du Codex
3 Place Fontenoy
Paris 7éme
G. Jumel
Vice - président Commission nationale du Codex
3 rue dú Logelbach
Paris 17ème
E. Pumain
Directeur du Cent re national de formation
et de perfedtionnement des services de
la répression des fraudes
2, rue St. Pierre
Montpellier
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FRANCE
FRANCIA (cont.)
R. Souverain
Inspecteur général
42 bis- rue de Bourgogne
Paris 7ème
F. Soudan
Chef du Service de technologie et des
contrôles
Institut Scientifique et Technologique
des Pêches maritimes
route de la Joncliére
Nantes
Richou
Maitre de recherches
Laboratoire Central des services
vétérinaires
rue de Dantring
Paris 15ème
Raubeau
Inspecteur divisionnaire
Service de la répression des fraudes
et du Contrôle de la qualité
42 bis - rue de Bourgogne
Paris 7ème
M. Viel
Directeur de Laboratoire
Institut national de recherches
agronomiques
Etoile de Chersy
Route de Saint-cyr. 78 Versailles
GERMANY, Rep. Fed. of
ALLEMAGNE, Rép. Féd. de
ALEMANIA, Rep. Fed. de
K.H. Kiesgen
Rechtsanwalt, GeschaftsfahVer.
Schbrnchen 10
Bonn-Bad Godesberg
Eckert
Ministerialdirigent
Bundesministerium fUr Jugend, Familie
und Gesundheit
Deutschherrenstrasse 87
53, Bonn-Bad Godesberg

GHANA
R. Oteng
Dire ctor,
Ghana Standards Board
P.O. Box M. 245
Accra
G.E. Beausoleil
Deputy director of Medical Services
Ministry of Health
P.O. M. 44
Accra
A. A. Owusu
Senior Scientific Officer
Gh ana Standards Board
P.O. Box M 245
Accra
HUNGARY
HONGRIE
HUNGRIA
A. Miklovicz
Director,
Ministry of Agriculture and Food
1355 Budapest
N. István
Deputy Head, Dept. Leader
Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Budapest X
IRAN
H. Hedayat
Directeur,
Institut de Nutrition
462 Av. Pahlavie
Teheran
IRELAND
IRLANDE
IRLANDA
P. Griffin
Chairm an , National Codex Committee
Dept. of Agriculture and Fisheries
Upper Merrion Street
Dublin 2
J. C. Doherty
Assitant Principal ,
Dept. of Agriculture and Fisheries
Upper Merrion St re et
Dublin 2
.

R. Gartner
Regierungs direktor
Bundesministerium far Jugend, Familie
und Gesundheit
Bonn-Bad Godesberg
H.B. Tolkmitt
Rechtsanwalt
28 Husumerstr.
2000 Hamburg 20

ITALY
ITALIE
ITALIA
A. Svaldi
Minister dell'Agricultura e Foreste
.
Via Sallustiana 10
00187 Roma
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ITALIE
ITALIA
C. Calvani
Secretario del Comitato Nationale del
Codex Alimentarius
Ministero dell'Agricultura e Foreste
Via Sallustiana 10
00187- Roma
U. Pellegrino
1 0 Dirigente, Igene degli Alimenti
Ministero della Sanit à
Roma- EUR
R. Monacelli
C. Italiano del Codex
Ministero della Sanità
Viale R. Elena 299
Roma
JAPAN
JAPON
M. Yoshii
Secretary, Permanent Delegation of Japan
OECD
7 Av. Hoche
Paris 8éme
Y. Shirokane
Secrétaire de l'Ambassade du Japon
Ambassade du Japon
7 Av. Hoche
Paris 7éme
Hiroshi Ikuta
Government Official
No 1-2-1, Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo
NETHERLANDS
PAYS-BAS
PAISES BAJOS

NETHERLANDS (cont.)
PAYS-BAS
PAISES BAJOS
M.J.H. Marijner
Dept. of International A.£fairs
Ministry of Public Health
Dr. ReyesStraat 8
Leidschendam
D. van Arcken
President Commodity Board on Fruits and
Vegetables
Bezuiden Houtse Weg 153
The Hague
Dr. Van der Wejden
c/o UNILEVER N.V.
Rotterdam
NEW ZEALAND
NOUVELLE-ZELANDE
NUEVA ZELANDIA
A.A. Shephers
Premier Secrétaire (Affaires agricoles)
Ambassade de Nouvelle- Zélande
7 ter, rue léonard &h Vinci 75116
Paris
B.R. Mason
Senior Investigating Officer
Ministry of Agricultu re and Fisheries
P.O. Box 2298
Wellington
NORWAY
NORVEGE
NORUEGA
R. Braekkan
Government Vitamin Laboratory
P.O. Box 187
Bergen
Haram
Counsellor
Ministry of Fisheries
Oslo-Dep.
Oslo 1

Dr. G.F. Wilmink
Cabinet Adviser
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
1 v.d. Boschstraat 4
The Hague

A. Skulberg
Membre du Parlament Novergien
Parlament, Oslo 1

P.H. Berben
Ministry of Public Health
Dr. Reyesstraat 10
Leidschendam

K. Rongstad
Counsellor
Directorate of Health
Oslo 1

J.A. Pieters
Ministry of Public Health
Dr. Reyesstraat 10
Leidschendam
A. Feberwee
Administrator, Ministry of Agriculture
v.d. Boschstraat 4
The Hague

POLAND
POLOGNE
POLONIA
A. Czerni
Quality Inpsector Office
Ministry of Foreign Trade
Stepinska 9
Warsaw
Dr. H. Sadowska
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare
15 Miodowa St reet, Warsaw
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Alcantara Carreira
Président de la Commission Portugaise
du Codex Alimentarius
Av. Republica 54
Lisboa
ROMANIA
ROUMANIE
RUMANIA
J. Vasiliu
Attaché agricole à l'Ambassade
du Roumanie
5 Rue de l'Exposition
Paris 7ème
SWEDEN
SUEDE
SUECIA
Bjürkman
Director General
National Food Administration
S-10401 Stockholm 60
B. Augustinsson
Head of Law Division
Swedish National Food Administration
Fack, S-10401 Stockholm
O. Rgren
Deputy Head of Food Standards Division
National Food Administration
S-10401 Stockholm
T. Petrelius
Head of Department
National Food Administration
S-10401 Stockholm
SWITZERLAND
SUISSE
SUIZA
H.U. Pfister
Chef Section Codex
Service général de l'Hygiène publique
Haslerstrasse 16
3008 Berne
G. Schubiger
SATPN
Case Postale 88
CH-1814 La Tour-de-Peilz
E. Matthey
Chef du contr8le des denrées alimentaires
Service fédéral de l'hygiène publique
Haslerstrasse 16
3008 Berne
W. Hausheer
124 Grenzacherstrasse
Ch 4002 Basel
Prof. Dr. O. HDgl
Grinechu 12
Berne

THAILAND
THAILANDE
TAILANDIA
Bhumiratana
Director, Institute of Food Research
and Product Development
Kasetsart University
P.O. Box 4-170
Bangkok 4
Teovayanonda
Department of Science
Ministry of Industry
Rama VI Road
Bangkok
P. Vanasatit
Senior Inspector
Food and Drugs Control Division
Ministry of Public Health
Bangkok
UNITED KINGDOM
ROUYAME -UNI
REINO UNIDO
J.M. Lynes
Principal, Head of Branch
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Great Westminster House
Horseferry Road, London S.W.1
N.K.S. Baker
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Gre at Westminster House
Horseferry Road, London S.W.1
L.C.J. Brett
UNILEVER Ltd.
Unilever House
Blackfriars, London E.C.4
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE
ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA
E.L. Peterson
Administrator Agricultural Marketing Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Washington D.C. 22050
G. Grange
Consultant, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
5008 Bradford Dr
Annandale, VA. USA 22003
Feldberg
Grocer y Manufacturers of America
255-17 Pembroke Ave.
G re at Neck, New York 11020
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES
ORGANIZACIONES INTERNACIONALES
ASSOCIATION EUROPEENNE POUR LE DROIT
DE L'ALIMENTATION
A. Gérard
Secrétaire général
3 Boulevard de la Cambre
1050 Bruxelles - BELGIQUE
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC)
Fassot
Administrateur Principal
Rue de la Loi 200
1040 Bruxelles - BELGIQUE
M. Graf
Administrateur
Secrétariat général
170, Rue de la Loi
1040 Bruxelles - BELGIQUE
E. Gaerner
Administrateur Principal
200, Rue de la Loi
1040 Bruxelles - BELGIQUE
A. Kinch
Head of Division
200 Rue de la Loi
1040 Bruxelles - BELGIQUE
CONFEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DU COMMERCE
ET DES INDUSTRIES DES LEGUMES SECS
J. Gauthier
Délégué général
Bureau 258 - Bourse de Commerce
75040 Paris Cedex 01 - FRANCE
CONSEIL OLEICOLE INTERNATIONAL
L. Denis
Directeur exécutif
Juan Bravo 10
Madrid - ESPANA
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES INDUSTRIES
ET DU COMMERCE DES VINS ET SPIRITUEUX,
EAUX-DE-VIE ET LIQUEURS
Valvassori
103 Bl. Hausman
Paris - FRANCE
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FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES INDUSTRIES
DU GLUCOSE
E. G. Rapp
4, Av. Ernest Claes
B-1980 Tervueren
Bruxelles - BELGIQUE

FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES JUS DE FRUITS
G. D' E aubonne
Secrétaire général
10 Rue de liege
Paris 9ème - FRANCE
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
STANDARDIZATION (ISO)
G. Castan
Directeur de Departement AFNOR
Tour de Europe
92080 - Paris - FRANCE
OFFICE INTERNATIONAL DU VIN
P.J. Mauron
Directeur,
11 rue R oquep ine
Paris Sème - FRANCE
UNION EUROPEENNE DU COIIN,ERCE DES JUS DE

FRUITS ET LEGUMES
M.C.J. Cartens
26, Av. Livingstone
1040 Bruxelles - BELGIQUE
JOINT SECRETARIES
CO-SECRETAIRES
CO SE CRETARI O S
F.A.O.
G.O. Kermode
Chief, Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards
Programme
FAO - 00100-Rome, Italy
J.P. Dobbert
Legal Office
FAO, 00100 Rome, Italy
H. J. MacNally
Liaison officer
Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme
FAO -00100 Rome, Italy
L.G. Ladomery
Food Standards Officer
Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme
FAO - 00100 Rome, Italy
O.M.S.
J. Munn
Senior Scientist
Avenue Appia 27 Geneva - Switzerland
S. Shubber
Legal Adviser
Avenue Appia 27 Geneva - Switzerland
Secrétariat du Comité français du Codex
Alimentarius
J.L. Gianardi
Secrétaire général
42 bis, rue de Bourgogne, Paris 76me
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LIST OF WORKING DOCUMENTS FOR THE
FOURTH SESSION OF THE CODEX COMMITTEE ON GENERAL PRINCIPLES
CX/GP 74/1

U.S.A. Recommendations for Modifying the General Principles
of the Codex Alimentarius Commission governing the
Procedure for Acceptance of Standards and other subjects to
be considered at the 1974 Meeting of the Codex Committee on
General Principles

CX/GP 74/2

Comments of Canada, Czechoslovakia and New Zealand on the
Subject Matters to be discussed at the Fourth Session of
the Codex Committee on General Principles

CX/GP 74/3
CX/GP 74/3-Addendum
(Conf. Room Doc.)

Secretariat Paper on the Subject Matters to be discussed at
the Fourth Session of the Codex Committee on General
Principles

CX/GP 74/4 •

Comments of Denmark on the Subject Matters to be discussed
at the Fourth Session of the Codex Committee on General
Principles

CX/GP 74/5

Provisional Agenda

CX/GP 74/6

Paper by the Netherlands on the Acceptance Procedure of the
'Codex Alimentarius Maximum Residue Limits and Practical
Residue Limits of Pesticides

CX/GP 74/7

Comments of the Democratic Republic of the Sudan on the
• Subject Matters to be discussed at the Fourth Session of the
Codex Committee on General Principles

CX/GP 74/8

- Comments by the French Government on Questions concerning
the Acceptance of Standards

CX/GP 74/9

Australian Comments on Matters to be discussed by the Fourth
Session of'the Codex Committee on General Principles

CX/GP 74/10

Comments of the Federal Republic of Germany on the Items of
the Agenda for the Fourth Session of the Codex Committee on
General Principles

CX/GP 74/11 (Conf.
Room Doc.)

Comments of Italy on Subject Matters to be discussed at the
Fourth Session of the Codex Committee on General Principles
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APPENDIX III
Acceptance of Codex Commódity„Standards
4.A (iii) Acceptance with specified deviations.
Acceptance with specified deviations means that the country concerned gives
acceptance, as defined in paragraph 4.A (i) to the standard with the exception of such
deviations as are specified in detail in its declaration of acceptance; it beingunderstood that a product complying with the standard as qualified by those deviations will
be permitted to be distributed freely within the territorial jurisdiction oP the Country
concerned. The country concerned will further include in its dédiaration of acceptance
a statement of the reasons for these deviations, and also indicate:
whether products fully conforming to the Standard may be distributed freely
within its territorial jurisdiction in accordance with paragraph 4.A (i);
whether it expects to be able to give full acceptance tó the standard and,
if so, when.
Procedure for the Elaboration of World-Wide Codex Standards
Insert the following after Step 9, as new Step 10:
"Step 10.1/
The Secretarial publishes periodically the notifications received from
Governments with respect to each recommended standard".
Step 11
The recommended standard will be published in the Codex Alimentarius as a
world-wide Codex standard when the Commission determines that it is appropriate to do
so in the light of the acceptances received. The Codex Alimentarius will also contain
an appendix for each Codex standard (a) listing the countries in which products conforming
with such standard may be freely distributed, and (b) where applicable, stating in detail
all specified deviations which may have been declared by any accepting country.
Procedure for the Elaboration of Regional Codex Standards
Insert the following after Step 9, as new Step 10.
Step 10
The Secretariat publishes periodically the notifications received from
Governments of the region concerned, and, if possible, by other Governments with
respect to eaca recommended standard.
Step 11
The recommended standard will be published in the Codex Alimentarius as a
Codex standard for the region concerned when the Commission determines it appropriate to
do so in the light of acceptances received from within the region.
The Codex Alimentarius
will also contain an appendix for each Codex standard for the region concerned (a)
listing the countries in which products conforming with such standard may be freely
distributed, and (b) where applicable, stating in detail all specified deviations which
may have been declared by any accepting country.

1/ The Secretariat will examine deviations notified by governments and Will report
periodically to the Codex Alimentarius Commission conóerning possible amendments
to standards which might be considered by the Commission in accordance with the
Procedure for the Revision and Amendment of Recommended Codex Standards.
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The Codex standard will be published in the Codex Alimentarius as a worldwide Codex standard when the Co mm ission determines that it is appropriate to do so in
the light of all acceptances received. [The Codex Alimentarius will also contain an
appendix for each Codex standard (a) listing the countries in which products conforming
with such standard may be freely distributed, and (b) where applicable, stating in
detail all specified deviations which may have been declared by any accepting country].

APPENDIX IV
Acceptance of Codex Maximum Limits for Pesticide Residues

-

_

6.A
A Codex maximum limit for pesticide residues (Codex Tolerance or Practical
Residue Limit) may be accepted by a country in accordance with its established legal
an d administrative procedures in respect of the distribution within its territorial
jurisdiction of (a) home-produced and imported food or (b) imported food only, to
which the Codex maximum limit applies, in the ways set forth below. In addition, where
a Codex Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues applies to a group of foods not individually
named, a country accepting such Codex Maximum Limit in respect of other than the group
of foods, shall specify the Foods in respect of which the Codex Maximum Limit is accepted.
Full Acceptance
Full Acceptance of a Codex Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues means that the
country concerned will ensure, within its territorial jurisdiction, that a food,
whether home-produced or imported, to which the Codex Maximum Limit applies, will
comply with that limit. It also means that the distribution of a food conforming
with the Codex Maximum Limit will not be hindered by any legal or administrative
provisions in the country concerned which relate to matters covered by the Codex
Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues.
Limited Acceptance
Limited Acceptance of a Codex Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues means that
the country concerned undertakes not to hinder the importation of a food which
complies with the Codex Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues on that food b y any
legal or administrative provisions in the country concerned which relate to matters
covered by the Codex Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues, it being understood that
in so undertaking the country concerned does not impose by the Codex maximum limit
a more stringent maximum limit than is applied domestically.
Target Acceptance
Target Acceptance means that the country concerned indicates its intention to
give Full Acceptance or Limited Acceptance to the Codex Maximum Limit for a
pesticide residue after a stated number of years.
6.B
A country which considers that it cannot accept the Codex Maximum Limit for
Pesticide Residues in any of the ways mentioned above should indicate:
in what ways its present or proposed requirements differ From the Codex Maximum
Limit for a pesticide residue, and, if posible, the reasons for,these differences;
whether products conforming to the Codex Maximum Limit may be distributed freely,
or may be distributed under certain specified conditions, within its territorial
jurisdiction in so far as matters covered by the Codex Maximum Limit are concerned.
6.0
A country which accepts a Codex Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues according
to one of the provisions of paragraph 6.A shouH be prepared to offer advice an d guidance
to exporters and processors of food for export to promote understanding of an d compliance
with the requirements of importing countries which have accepted a Codex Maximum Limit
according to one of the provisions of paragraph 6.A.

J
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Where, in an importing country, a food claimed to be in compliance with a
6.D
Codex Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues, is found not to be in compliance with
the Codex Maximum Limit, the importing country should inform tie competent authorities
in the exporting country of all the relevant facts an d, in particular, the details of
the origin of the food in question (name and address of the exporter), if it is thought
that a person in the exporting country is responsible for such non-compliance.
Withdrawal or Amendement of Acceptance
The withdrawal or amendment of acceptance of a Codex standard or a Codex
7.
Maximum Limit for Pesticide Residues by a country shall be notified in writing to the
Codex Alimentarius Commission's Secretariat who will inform all Members States and
Associate Members of FAO and WHO of the notification and its date of receipt. The
country concerned should provide the information required under paragraphs 4.A (iii),
5.A (iii), 4.B, 5.B or 6.B above, whichever is appropriate. It should also give as
long a notice of the withdrawal or amendment as is practicable.

APPENDIX V
GUIDE FOR THE ACCEPTANCE WITH SPECIFIED DEVIATIONS OF
CODEX COMMODITY STANDARDS 1
For the purposes of the Codex Alimentarius, an acceptance with specified
deviations of a Codex standard should not include deviations extending beyond the
following:
a) the use of styles and forms of packs additional to those specified in the
standard provided those additions are described in complete detail;
b), the use of packing media additional to those specified in the st an dard;

~

the restriction of the use of additives specified in the standard, in full
or in part, including levels of use, or the authorisation of other additives
provided that such additions are included in Codex List A of Food Additives;
the use of a name not provided for in the standard in accordance with local
usage for an identical product;
the imposition of supplementary labelling requirements currently in force in
national legislation in the country concerned; and
the use of methods of analysis and sampling other than Codex referee methods
and not including methods specified in Codex standards for the purpose of
defining or verifying particular essential composition an d quality factors.

1/ The draft criteria set forth in this guide were suggested by a Working Party
established during the Fourth Session of the Codex Committee on General Principles
but see paragraph 22 of the Report of the Committee's session. The different views
expressed on this subject are recorded in paragraphs 11 to 29 of the Report and
the action recommended by the Committee is set out in paragraph 30.

